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1. GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
The MATRIX Mod. 5416.300 is a DMX DIGITAL SWITCH with the following features: 
 

• Remote configuration by DMX 
• 6 DMX INPUTS 
• 16 DMX ASSIGNABLE OUTPUTS (each OUTPUT can be assigned to one of the 6 

INPUTS, by either local key entry or by remote DMX signal) 
• SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY 100-250V 50-60Hz 1A 
• WAGO TERMINALS connections for data signals  
• the front panel includes LCD Display, 5 multifunction entry keys, 6 LED to monitor the 6 

DMX inputs presence). 
• 2 R.U. (rack unit) - 19" standard  

 
 

The 6 separate DMX Inputs and the 16 DMX Outputs are OPTO ISULATED. 
 
Each output is amplified, therefore the device is also functioning as a splitter for a DMX network 
and many configurations are possible, including separated layers of MATRIX or combinations of 
this machine with DMX Mergers or Ethernet/DMX Nodes. 
 
As previously described the assignment of the 6 INPUTs to the 16 OUTPUTS can be done both 
locally at the display and function keys located in the front panel of the matrix or from a separate 
DMX line. 
 
In case DMX is used for remotely configure the INPUTS/OUTPUTS assignments, it is possible to 
store in CUES different configurations.  
 
2. ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS (POWER AND DMX) 
 
All the connection points for POWER and DMX are located at the backside of the box as shown 
in the illustration. 
 
Back panel with Connections 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The DMX connections at the back of the MATRIX are performed using WAGO Plug In terminals, 
the conductors/pin configuration is: 
 

PIN n° 1 – “SHIELD” 
PIN n° 2 – “DATA –“ 
PIN n° 3 – “DATA +”  

  

The conductor’s connections are also silk screened in 
the back board (PCB) of the MATRIX and their 
numbering is following the same numbering used in 
the DMX Standards on the XLR connectors 

1 2 3 
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3. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 
 
The DIGITAL MATRIX front panel is equipped with: 
 

• LCD 2 x 40 BACKLIT DISPLAY; 
• 5 multifunction push buttons (4 arrows and one ENTER) 
• 6 LED showing the presence of DMX Inputs  

 
The default setting (described later in this manual) of the DIGITAL MATRIX is determining the 
Display Backlighting to turn off and the Display to return automatically to the MAIN MENU (this is 
practically showing DMX INPUTS and OUTPUTS assignments) when no function keys have 
been utilized for 5 minutes. 

 
3.1 MAIN MENU: 
 
Main Display and function Keys 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the MAIN MENU the Front DISPLAY shows the DMX Inputs assignment to the Outputs (for 
instance in the above picture the DMX Outputs 2, 3, 8 and 16 are all configured/assigned to the 
DMX Input B).  
 
3.2 GENERAL FUNCTIONS: 
 
PRESS ENTER TO ACCESS OTHER MENUS 
In order to access  the other menu pages from the 
main menu, it is necessary to press the ENTER key.  
 
The following will be displayd in the LCD 
By using the arrow keys it is possible to select the 
relevant function and than press ENTER to access 
such a function. 
 
To go back to the MAIN MENU, select EXIT and than 
press ENTER. 
 
 

DMX OUTPUTS ROW 

DMX INPUTS ROW 

“ENTER”  KEY 

LED 
signalization 

array, to 
display 

presence of 
DMX 

INPUTS 

MULTIFUNCTION 
ENTRY KEYS 
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3.2 LCD-SET: SETTING OF LCD DISPLAY BACK LIGHTING AND CONTRAST 
 
Press ENTER after selecting the LCD-SET in the  
multiple MENU page: 
 
 
 
It is now possible to choose the preferred contrast  
(suggested the value 0) 
 
 
 
 
 
It is also possible to select weather the back lighting of the display shall always stay ON (pointer 
located next to ILL ON) or weather it should stay ON until 5 minutes after the last push button 
activation (pointer located next to ILL AUTO OFF). The two choices are shown in the following 
displays: 
 
 
 
 
Once the desired settings are configured press ENTER 
To save the LCD Display configuration and the  
Following message is displayed for a few seconds: 
 
3.4 MODE: CHOOSE LOCAL OR DMX REMOTE CONFIGURATION OF I/O 
 
The MODE function allows to decide weather the  
Configuration/assignment of the 16 DMX Outputs 
with the 6 DMX Inputs is done Locally on the 
MATRIX Panel (MODE MANUAL) or remotely by an 
extra DMX line dedicated (MODE DMX) to the 
configuration of the MATRIX. 
The MATRIX is only having one STORED 
CONFIGURATION locally, the choice between LOCAL or REMOTE DMX modes allows to define 
in which way this local stored configuration is altered. Obviously in DMX REMOTE mode, it is 
possible to store many configurations outside from the MATRIX (in the Lighting Console). 
 
To access this function select MODE on the menu and press ENTER. 
 
It is now possible by the UP and DOWN arrow buttons to select the preferred type of 
configurability between MODE MANUAL (LOCAL) or MODE DMX (REMOTE), as displayed: 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Once the preferred choice is made, press ENTER and  
the following message is displayd for a few seconds. 
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3.5 CONFIG-OUT: DMX INPUT/OUTPUTS ASSIGNMENTS MENU (LOCAL MODE) 
 
The DMX Inputs/Outputs configuration in the DIGITAL MATRIX is possible either from LOCAL or 
REMOTE. In this chapter it is described the LOCAL one. In case a DMX Remote configuration 
has been previously loaded, the LOCAL configuration described herewith will override it. 
 
 
After pressing ENTER from the MAIN MENU, 
the following DISPLAY is shown: 
 
Use the left or right arrow push buttons to select 
CONFIG-OUT and than press the ENTER 
button,  
 
 
 
the following Display is shown: 
In order to select the DMX output utilize the left 
or right arrow, the pointer in the display will 
move next to the required Output. Once placed 
the pointer under the required Output, select the 
DMX input from A to F by using the UP or  
DOWN arrow keys. It is possible to disable any 
required DMX Output by attributing the symbol 
@ which is visible by scrolling with UP-DOWN. 
NOTES: at this point the configuration is available, but it is not saved, therefore a turning 
OFF of the system at this stage will cancel the freshly done set up and bring the machine 
back at the previous configuration, when the system is turned ON again. 
 
3.6 CONFIG-SAVE: RECORDING OF A CONFIGURATION 
 
 
Once the 16 DMX Outputs have been 
configured press ENTER, to go back to the 
multiple menu page and select CONFIG-SAVE 
by using the arrow keys. The following is shown 
on the Display: 
 
 
 
 
 
In order to save the configured assignment 
press ENTER, the following will be shown for a 
few seconds on the DISPLAY. 
 
The configuration is now Saved and active. 
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3.5 DMX-ADDRESS: INPUT/OUTPUTS ASSIGNMENTS (BY REMOTE DMX) 
 
To configure the REMOTE DMX function of the 
DIGITAL MATRIX select DMX-ADDRESS on the 
multiple MENU and press ENTER. 
 
 
 
 
 
The following is than DISPLAYD: 
 
The MATRIX configuration by a remote DMX 
requires a few steps and some basic 
understanding of the numbering logic utilized to 
have a signal like DMX capable of doing such a 
remote configuration. 
 
DMX-ADDRESS:  
For the configuration DMX, one DIGITAL MATRIX requires 18 DMX Channels, it is possible to 
select the first channel of such a string by using the UP or DOWN arrows…the number next to 
DMX ADDRESS in the above display will change from 001 till 494 (as the MATRIX in this case 
utilizes the DMX until the address 512, because of its occupancy of 18 channels)…this will be the 
first of the 18 channels occupied by the specific MATRIX (Base number, for this explanation we 
will use 1). 
 
MODULE ADDRESS: 
The MODULE ADDRESS is practically permitting to number the specific DIGITAL MATRIX from 
1 to 20, where there is more than one of such a component until a maximum of 20 DIGITAL 
MATRIX. To select and change the MODULE ADDRESS number utilize the LEFT and RIGHT 
arrow buttons. 
 
Once the above addresses have been set,  
press ENTER and the following will be displayed 
for a few seconds  
 
SUPERVISING CHANNEL TO ALLOW REMOTE DMX CONFIGURATION (BASE + 16): 
The supervising Channel is the channel 17 in our case (it is the BASE DMX ADDRESS plus 16). 
Its function is to allow a specific MATRIX configuration only when this channel is set at a certain 
DMX value, starting with 5% for the MATRIX having its MODULE ADDRESS set at 1. It will be 
10% for the MATRIX with MODULE ADDRESS set at 2, 15% for MODULE ADDRESS set at 3 
and so forth, until the MODULE ADDRESS set at 20, where this value shall e 100% to allow the 
configuration. In this way it is possible to only occupy 18 DMX channels for an ARRAY of 20 
MATRIX DIGITAL. 
 
CONFIGURATION SAVE CHANNEL (BASE + 17):  
This Channel is allowing the remotely prepared 
CONFIGURATION to be SAVED in the DIGITAL 
MATRIX selected. In order to have this function, 
select the SAVE CHANNEL and flash it at 100%, 
a message will be displayd on the MATRIX 
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VAL = ….. (% DMX value of the supervising 
channel = base +16, in this example is channel 
17): 
This cell displays on the MATRIX the % value of 
the supervising channel. This channel permits to 
configure the MATRIX by a remote DMX. 
 
 
 
3.6 HOW TO USE THE REMOTE DMX TO CONFIGURE THE MATRIX: 
 
In order to perform the remote Configuration of a MATRIX by using a dedicated DMX as a 
programmer-configuration tool, please refer to the following table, showing DMX values and 
modalities to perform the above described task: 
 

 LEVEL OF THE SPECIFIC DMX CHANNEL TO ATTRIBUTE ONE OF THE 6 
DMX INPUTS TO EACH DIGITAL MATRIX OUTPUT 

 For DMX INPUT  
A assignment 

For DMX INPUT 
B assignment 

For DMX  INPUT 
C assignment 

For DMX INPUT 
D assignment 

For DMX INPUT 
E assignment 

For DMX INPUT 
F assignment 

DMX OUTPUT 1 =  
DMX CH. 1 (base) 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 

DMX OUTPUT 2 =  
DMX CH. 2 (base + 1) 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 

DMX OUTPUT 3 =  
DMX CH. 3 (base + 2) 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 

DMX OUTPUT 4 =  
DMX CH. 4 (base + 3) 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 

DMX OUTPUT 5 =  
DMX CH. 5 (base + 4) 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 

DMX OUTPUT 6 =  
DMX CH. 6 (base + 5) 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 

DMX OUTPUT 7 =  
DMX CH. 7 (base + 6) 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 

DMX OUTPUT 8 =  
DMX CH. 8 (base + 7) 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 

DMX OUTPUT 9 =  
DMX CH. 9 (base + 8) 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 

DMX OUTPUT 10 =  
DMX CH. 10 (base + 9) 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 

DMX OUTPUT 11 =  
DMX CH. 11 (base + 10) 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 

DMX OUTPUT 12 =  
DMX CH. 12 (base + 11) 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 

DMX OUTPUT 13 =  
DMX CH. 13 (base + 12) 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 

DMX OUTPUT 14 =  
DMX CH. 14 (base + 13) 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 

DMX OUTPUT 15 =  
DMX CH. 15 (base + 14) 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 

DMX OUTPUT 16 =  
DMX CH. 16 (base + 15) 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 

SUPERVISING CHANNEL =  
DMX CH. 17 (base + 16) 

Matrix 1 (Module Address 1) = 5%    Matrix 2 (Module Address 2) = 10%    
Matrix 3 (Module Address 3) = 15%............ Matrix 20 (Module Address 20) = 100%  
Starting from 5% in the Matrix with Module Address 1, the value of the supervising Channel is 
increased 5% as the Module Address increases by 1. The tolerance of DMX value at the machine to 
allow the configuration is +/- 1%. 
In this condition the selected MATRIX is turning ON the BACKLIGHT of the display and it is 
ready for remote configuration. 

CONFIGURATION SAVE 
CHANNEL =  
DMX CH. 18 (base + 17) 

The desired configuration can be stored in a CUE on the relevant DMX console and be playd back 
anything the relevant configuration is required. 
In case it is required to SAVE the remotely arranged configuration on the selected MATRIX itself (the 
selected MATRIX is choosen by the operator with the DMX percentage of the SUPERISING 
CHANNEL), it is enough to bring CONFIGURATION SAVE CHANNEL 18 at 100% in a flash mode 
(going to 100% almost a second and than back to 0%), the configuration is now saved in the MATRIX. 
The message SAVE CONFIG OUT will be displayd on the relevant MATRIX for a few seconds 

 


